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(Received 21 February 2017; published 2 June 2017)
We present the first azimuthally differential measurements of the pion source size relative to the second
harmonic event plane in Pb-Pb collisions at a center-of-mass energy per nucleon-nucleon pair of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sNN
p ¼ 2.76 TeV. The measurements have been performed in the centrality range 0%–50% and for
pion pair transverse momenta 0.2 < kT < 0.7 GeV=c. We find that the Rside and Rout radii, which
characterize the pion source size in the directions perpendicular and parallel to the pion transverse
momentum, oscillate out of phase, similar to what was observed at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider. The
final-state source eccentricity, estimated via Rside oscillations, is found to be significantly smaller than the
initial-state source eccentricity, but remains positive—indicating that even after a stronger expansion in
the in-plane direction, the pion source at the freeze-out is still elongated in the out-of-plane direction. The
3þ 1D hydrodynamic calculations are in qualitative agreement with observed centrality and transverse
momentum Rside oscillations, but systematically underestimate the oscillation magnitude.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.118.222301
It was first shown in 1960 that the distribution of pions
emitted in pp¯ collisions at small relative angles is affected by
quantum statistical effects and is sensitive to the size of the
emitting source [1]. Since then, the correlation technique
with two identical particles at small relative momentum,
often called intensity, or Hanbury Brown-Twiss (HBT)
interferometry [2–6], has been used to study the space-time
structure of the pion-emitting source from hadron-hadron
and electron-positron to heavy-ion collisions (for a review,
see Ref. [7]). The so-called HBT radii, obtained in these
analyses, characterize the spatial and temporal extent of the
source emitting pions of a given momentum, the extensions
of the so-called homogeneity regions. Because of the
position-momentum correlations in particle emission, the
HBT radii become sensitive to the collective velocity fields,
and as such provide information on the dynamics of the
system evolution [7]. Recent measurements of the centrality
dependence of the HBT radii in Pb-Pb collisions at LHC
energies [8] further confirm the scaling of the effective
source volume with the particle rapidity density as well as
stronger radial flow at higher energies.
Pion interferometry of anisotropic sources (azimuthally
differential femtoscopy) was suggested in Refs. [9,10],
and the corresponding measurements [11] appeared
shortly after strong directed and in-plane elliptic flow were
measured in Au-Au collisions at the Alternating Gradient
Synchrotron (AGS) [12,13]. Anisotropic flow, the response
of the system to the initial geometry, is usually characterized
by the Fourier decomposition of the particle azimuthal
distribution and quantified by the harmonic strength and
orientation of the corresponding flow plane. Azimuthally
differential femtoscopic measurements can be performed
relative to different harmonic flow planes, providing impor-
tant complementary information on the particle source. For
example, the measurements of HBT radii with respect to the
first harmonic (directed) flow at the AGS [14] revealed that
the source was tilted relative to the beam direction [15].
Azimuthal dependence of the HBT radii relative to the
higher harmonic (n > 2) flow planes can originate only from
the anisotropies in collective flow gradients [16,17] and the
observation [18] of such a modulation unambiguously
signals a collective expansion and anisotropy in the flow
fields. In particular, measurements of HBT radii with respect
to the second harmonic (elliptic) flow provide information
on the evolution of the system shape, which is expected to
become more spherical at freeze-out compared to the
initial state due to stronger in-plane expansion. In the recent
RHIC beam energy scan, it was found that the eccentricity
at freeze-out decreases continuously with increasing beam
energy [19], a trend consistent with predictions by hydro-
dynamic and hadronic transport models [20,21]. Earlier
measurements [22,23] showed that even at the highest
RHIC energies the source at freeze-out remains out-of-plane
extended, albeit with eccentricities significantly lower than
the initial ones. Hydrodynamical calculations [20] predicted
that at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) energies, about an
order of magnitude higher than the top RHIC energy, the
pion source should eventually become isotropic, or even in-
plane extended.
In this Letter, we present the first azimuthally differential
femtoscopic measurements relative to the second harmonic
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flow plane in Pb-Pb collisions at
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sNN
p ¼ 2.76 TeV from
the ALICE experiment at the CERN-LHC and compare the
results to previous measurements at RHIC energies and to
model calculations.
The data were recorded in 2011 during the second Pb-Pb
running period of the LHC. Approximately 2 million
minimum bias events, 29.2 million central trigger events,
and 34.1 million semicentral trigger events were used in
this analysis. A detailed description of the ALICE detector
can be found in Refs. [24,25]. The Time Projection
Chamber (TPC) has full azimuthal coverage and allows
charged-particle track reconstruction in the pseudorapidity
range jηj < 0.8, as well as particle identification via the
specific ionization energy loss dE=dx associated with each
track. In addition to the TPC, the time-of-flight (TOF)
detector was used for identification of particles with
transverse momentum pT > 0.5 GeV=c.
The minimum bias, semicentral, and central triggers
used in this analysis all require a signal in both V0 detectors
[26]. The V0 is a small angle detector of scintillator arrays
covering pseudorapidity ranges 2.8 < η < 5.1 and −3.7 <
η < −1.7 for a collision vertex occurring at the center of the
ALICE detector. The V0 detector was also used for the
centrality determination [8]. The results of this analysis are
reported for collision centrality classes expressed as ranges
of the fraction of the inelastic Pb-Pb cross section: 0%–5%,
5%–10%, 10%–20%, 20%–30%, 30%–40%, and 40%–
50%. The position of the primary event vertex along the
beam direction Vz was determined for each event. Events
with jVzj < 8 cm were used in this analysis to ensure a
uniform pseudorapidity acceptance.
The TPC has 18 sectors covering the full azimuth with
159 pad rows radially placed in each sector. Tracks with at
least 80 space points in the TPC have been used in this
analysis. Tracks compatible with a decay in flight (kink
topology) were rejected. The track quality was determined
by the χ2 of the Kalman filter fit to the reconstructed TPC
clusters. The χ2 per degrees of freedom was required to be
less than 4. For primary track selection, only trajectories
passing within 3.2 cm from the primary vertex in the
longitudinal direction and 2.4 cm in the transverse direction
were used. Based on the specific ionization energy loss in
the TPC gas compared with the corresponding Bethe-Bloch
curve, and the time of flight in the TOF detector, a
probability for each track to be a pion, kaon, proton, or
electron was determined. Particles for which the pion
probability was the largest were used in this analysis.
Pions were selected in the pseudorapidity range jηj < 0.8
and 0.15<pT <1.5GeV=c.
The correlation function CðqÞ was calculated as
CðqÞ ¼ AðqÞ
BðqÞ ; ð1Þ
where q ¼ p1 − p2 is the relative momentum of two pions,
AðqÞ is the same-event distribution of particle pairs, and
BðqÞ is the background distribution of uncorrelated particle
pairs. Both the AðqÞ and BðqÞ distributions were measured
differentially with respect to the second harmonic event-
plane angle ΨEP;2. The second harmonic event-plane angle
ΨEP;2 was determined using TPC tracks. To avoid self-
correlation, each event was split into two subevents
(−0.8 < η < 0 and 0 < η < 0.8). Pairs were chosen from
one subevent and the second harmonic event-plane angle
ΨEP;2 was determined using the other subevent particles,
and vice versa, with the event plane resolution determined
from the correlations between the event planes determined
in different subevents [27]. The background distribution is
built by using the mixed-event technique [4] in which pairs
are made out of particles from two different events with
similar centrality (less than 2% difference), event-plane
angle (less than 10° difference), and event vertex position
along the beam direction (less than 4 cm difference).
Requiring a minimum value in the two-track separation
parameters Δφ and Δη controls two-track reconstruction
effects such as track splitting or track merging. The quantity
φ is defined in this analysis as the azimuthal angle of the
track in the laboratory frame at the radial position of 1.6 m
inside the TPC. Splitting is the effect when one track is
reconstructed as two tracks, and merging is the effect of two
tracks being reconstructed as one. Also, to reduce the
splitting effect, pairs that share more than 5% of the TPC
clusters were removed from the analysis. It is observed that
at large relative momentum the correlation function is a
constant, and the background pair distribution is normal-
ized such that this constant is unity. The analysis was
performed for different collision centralities in several
ranges of kT , the magnitude of the pion-pair transverse
momentum kT ¼ ðpT;1 þ pT;2Þ=2, and in bins of
Δφ ¼ φpair −ΨEP;2, defined in the range (0, π) where
φpair is the pair azimuthal angle. The Bertsch-Pratt [5,6]
out-side-long coordinate system was used with the long
direction pointing along the beam axis, out along the
transverse pair momentum, and side being perpendicular
to the other two. The three-dimensional correlation func-
tion was analyzed in the Longitudinally Co-Moving
System (LCMS), in which the total longitudinal momen-
tum of the pair is zero, p1;L ¼ −p2;L.
To isolate the Bose-Einstein contribution in the corre-
lation function, effects due to final-state Coulomb repulsion
must be taken into account. For that, the Bowler-Sinyukov
fitting procedure [28,29] was used in which the Coulomb
weight is only applied to the fraction of pairs (λ) that
participate in the Bose-Einstein correlation. In this
approach, the correlation function is fitted to
Cðq;ΔφÞ ¼ Nfð1 − λÞ þ λKðqÞ½1þ Gðq;ΔφÞg; ð2Þ
whereN is the normalization factor. The functionGðq;ΔφÞ
describes the Bose-Einstein correlations and KðqÞ is the
Coulomb part of the two-pion wave function integrated




over a source function corresponding to GðqÞ. In this
analysis, the Gaussian form of Gðq;ΔφÞ was used [30]:
Gðq;ΔφÞ ¼ exp ½−q2outR2outðΔφÞ − q2sideR2sideðΔφÞ
− q2longR2longðΔφÞ − 2qoutqsideR2osðΔφÞ
− 2qsideqlongR2slðΔφÞ − 2qoutqlongR2olðΔφÞ;
ð3Þ
where the parameters Rout, Rside, and Rlong are traditionally
called HBT radii in the out, side, and long directions. The
cross terms R2os, R2sl, and R
2
ol describe the correlation in the
out- side, side- long, and out- long directions, respectively.
The systematic errors on the extracted radii vary within
3%–9% depending on kT and centrality. They include
uncertainties related to the tracking efficiency and track
quality, momentum resolution [31], different pair cuts (Δφ
and Δη), and correlation function fit ranges. Positive and
negative pion pairs, as well as data obtained with two
opposite magnetic field polarities of the ALICE L3 magnet,
have been analyzed separately and a small difference in the
results (less than 3%) has been also accounted for in the
systematic error. The total systematic errors were obtained
from adding the above systematic errors in quadrature.
Other than being differential in the event plane, this
analysis is similar in most aspects to the analysis reported in
[31], and further details can be found there. The results
reported below were obtained with the second harmonic
event plane [27] determined with the TPC tracks. It was
checked that they are consistent with the results obtained
with the event-plane angle determined with the V0 detector.





and λ on the pion emission angle relative to the second
harmonic event plane. The results are shown for the central-
ity classes 20%–30% in four ranges of kT : 0.2–0.3, 0.3–0.4,
0.4–0.5, and 0.5–0.7 GeV=c. R2out and R2side exhibit clear
out-of-phase oscillations. No oscillations for R2long and λ are
observed within the uncertainties of the measurement. The
parameter R2os shows very similar oscillations for all kT bins.
R2ol and R
2
sl (not shown) are found to be consistent with zero,
as expected due to symmetry, and are not further investigated
in this analysis. A possible correlation between λ and the
extracted radii was checked by fixing λ. No change in the
radii has been observed. The curves represent the fits to the
data using the functions [9,10]
R2μðΔφÞ¼R2μ;0þ2R2μ;2 cosð2ΔφÞðμ¼ out;side; long;sl;olÞ;
R2osðΔφÞ¼R2os;0þ2R2os;2 sinð2ΔφÞ: ð4Þ
Fitting the radii’s azimuthal dependence with the functional
form of Eq. (4) allows us to extract the average radii and the
amplitudes of oscillations. The latter have to be corrected for
the finite event plane resolution. There exist several methods
for such a correction [7], which produce very similar results
[19] well within errors of this analysis. The results shown
below have been obtained with the simplest method first
used by the E895 Collaboration [14], in which the amplitude
of oscillation is divided by the event plane resolution factor.
The correction is about 5%–15%, depending on centrality.
Figure 2 shows the average radii for different kT values as a
function of centrality. The average radii obtained in this
analysis are consistent with the results reported in Ref. [31].
As expected, the radii are larger in more central collisions
and at smaller kT values, the latter reflecting the effect of
radial flow [7,32]. The cross term R2os;0 is consistent with
zero, as expected due to the symmetry of the system.
Figure 2 also shows the average radii calculated for charged
pions in the pseudorapidity range jηj < 2 from 3þ 1D
hydrodynamic calculations [33], assuming freeze-out tem-
perature Tf ¼ 150 MeV and a constant shear viscosity to
entropy density ratio η=s ¼ 0.08. The 3þ 1D hydrody-
namic calculations, while correctly describing the qualitative
features of the average radii dependence on centrality and kT ,
fail to describe our results quantitatively.














side;0. When comparing our results to the ones
obtained by the STAR experiment, we observe similar
relative oscillations; however, STAR results [22,23] show
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λ as a function of Δφ ¼ φpair − ΨEP;2 for the centrality 20%–30%
and kT ranges 0.2–0.3, 0.3–0.4, 0.4–0.5, and 0.5–0.7 GeV=c.
Bands indicate the systematic errors. The results are not corrected
for the event plane resolution of about 85%–95%.
















a clear centrality dependence, whereas the R2long;2=R
2
long;0 is
very close to zero for all centralities, similarly to the results
from RHIC [19,22,34].
The source eccentricity is usually defined as
ε ¼ ðR2y − R2xÞ=ðR2y þ R2xÞ, where Rx is the in-plane radius
of the (assumed) elliptical source and Ry is the out-of-plane
radius. As shown in Ref. [32] the relative amplitudes of side
radii oscillations are mostly determined by the spatial
source anisotropy and are less affected by dynamical effects
such as velocity gradients. The source eccentricity at
freeze-out εfinal can be estimated from R2side oscillations
at small pion momenta with an accuracy within 20%–30%
as εfinal ≈ 2R2side;2=R2side;0 [32].
Figure 4 presents 2R2side;2=R
2
side;0 for different kT ranges
as a function of the initial-state eccentricity for six different
centralities and four kT bins. For the initial eccentricity, we
have used the nucleon participant eccentricity from the
Monte Carlo Glauber model for both, Au-Au collisions at
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sNN
p ¼ 200 GeV [18] and Pb-Pb collision at ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃsNNp ¼
2.76 TeV [35]. Our results for all kT bins are significantly
below the values of the initial eccentricity indicating a
more intense expansion in the in-plane direction. Due to
relatively large uncertainties of the RHIC results for narrow
kT bins, we compare our results only to the average STAR
data [22] in 0.15 < kT < 0.6 GeV=c and to PHENIX
results [18] corresponding to 0.2 < kT < 2.0 GeV=c
(hkTi ¼ 0.53 GeV=c). We find a smaller final-state
anisotropy in the LHC regime compared to RHIC energies.
This trend is qualitatively consistent with expectations from
hydrodynamic and transport models [20,21]. The final-state
eccentricity remains positive also at the LHC, evidence of
an out-of-plane elongated source at freeze-out. In Fig. 4, we
also compare our results to the 3þ 1D hydrodynamic
calculations [33], which were performed for similar central-
ities and kT ranges as in the experiment. This model slightly
underestimates the final source eccentricity.
In conclusion, we have performed a measurement of
two-pion azimuthally differential femtoscopy relative to
the second harmonic flow plane in Pb-Pb collisions at
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sNN
p ¼ 2.76 TeV. The out, side, and out-side radii exhibit
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function of centrality for different kT ranges compared to
hydrodynamical calculations [33]. Square brackets indicate the
systematic errors.
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sus centrality for the kT ranges 0.2–0.3, 0.3–0.4, 0.4–0.5, and
0.5–0.7 GeV=c. The error bars indicate the statistical uncertain-
ties and the square brackets show the systematic errors. The
STAR data points, for 0%–5%, 5%–10%, 10%–20%, 20%–30%
and 30%–80% Au-Au collisions, are slightly shifted for clarity.
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FIG. 4. An estimate of freeze-out eccentricity 2R2side;2=R
2
side;0
for different kT ranges vs initial state eccentricity from the
Monte Carlo Glauber model [35] for six centrality ranges,
0%–5%, 5%–10%, 10%–20%, 20%–30%, 30%–40%, and
40%–50%. The dashed line indicates εfinal ¼ εinit. Square brack-
ets indicate systematic errors.




constant. The relative amplitudes of oscillations only
weakly depend on kT , with the side-radii oscillation slightly
increasing with kT . The final-state source eccentricity,
estimated via side-radius oscillations, is noticeably smaller
than at lower collisions energies, but still exhibits an out-of-
plane elongated source at freeze-out even after a stronger
in-plane expansion. The final eccentricity is slightly larger
than that predicted by existing hydrodynamic calculations.
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